BLOWERS

Our best-in-class line of blowers includes both handheld and backpack models. All come equipped with professional features to give you maximum productivity and ultimate power. Standard features include ultra-comfortable handles, padded backrests and straps, Posi-loc™ tubes for secure pipe connections, and advanced ignitions for quick and easy starts. Select blower performance specifications include “blowing force” represented by Newtons (N). A newton is a measure of force that uses a single number to gauge a blower’s effectiveness.

ECHO reduced the effort required to keep the handheld blower from rotating in towards the operator (red section). The effect makes the blower easier to handle and reduces stress on the operator’s arm. Rotational control tube available on the PB-2520 and ES-250. Built-in rotational control available on PB-255LN.

SUGGESTED BLOWER APPLICATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIGHT CLEARING</th>
<th>MEDIUM CLEARING</th>
<th>HEAVY CLEARING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PB-255LN</td>
<td>PB-2520</td>
<td>PB-580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB-2620</td>
<td>PB-755S</td>
<td>PB-770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB-265LN</td>
<td>PB-760LN</td>
<td>PB-8010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BLOWERS

PB-2520

Category-leading performance at an incredible value. • Double-grid intake design reduces clogging • Cruise control for more comfort during extended use

PB-255LN

64 dB(A) low-noise performance for use in noise-sensitive environments. • Rubber, top handle grip improves comfort while parallel handles allow two-handed use to reduce fatigue and improve maneuverability

PB-2620

ECHO’s best-in-class handheld blower delivering 15.8 newtons of blowing force. • Includes both round and flared tubes for a variety of applications. • Parallel handle allows two-handed use for reduced fatigue

ES-250

ECHO’s Shred ‘N’ Vac® is ideal for residential lawn maintenance. • Three tools in one: easily converts from blower to shredder/mulcher and vacuum. • Shredding blade reduces leaf volume up to a 12:1 ratio • All conversion components included

See page 62 for additional features and specifications.
PB-265LN
Lightweight design makes it easy to walk around and do regular maintenance.
- 64 dB(A) low-noise performance for noise sensitive environments.
- Hip-mounted throttle with cruise control

PB-580
A step up in power, great for homeowners with larger lots or entry-level pros.
- Vented back pad for hot weather and padded backrest / shoulder pads
- Available with hip- (PB-580H) or tube- (PB-580T shown) mounted throttle

PB-760LN
The most powerful low-noise blower available.
- Unique vented back pad for increased comfort in hot weather
- Professional features with padded backrest and shoulder straps
- Available with hip- (PB-760LNH) or tube- (PB-760LNT shown) mounted throttle

PB-755S
Professional performance at a value-driven price; ideal for commercial use or homeowners with acreage.
- Professional design built for durability and ease of maintenance
- Pleated, automotive-style air filter for superior filtration
- Available with a hip- (PB-755SH) or tube- (PB-755ST shown) mounted throttle

PB-770
A go-to for pros, perfect for large properties with heavy debris.
- 33.2 newtons blowing force
- Vented back pad for increased comfort in hot weather
- Padded backrest and shoulder pads
- Available with hip- (PB-770H) or tube- (PB-770T shown) mounted throttle

PB-580
Vented back pad for hot weather and padded backrest / shoulder pads
Available with hip- (PB-580H) or tube- (PB-580T shown) mounted throttle

PB-8010
The worlds most powerful backpack blower.
- Industry-leading 44 newtons blowing force
- Innovative, light weight, carbon fiber frame and fan case reduces fatigue
- Vented back pad for hot weather and padded backrest / shoulder pads
- Available with hip- (PB-8010H) or tube- (PB-8010T shown) mounted throttle

See page 62 for additional features and specifications.